THE FESTIVAL EXPERIENCE
The Festival is divided into three overarching themes - Global, Local & Self and will explore
Kindness, Compassion & Empathy through these lenses.
Talks, Interviews and Fire-side Chats
Tune in to thought-provoking and inspiring stories of changemakers from all over the world.
Listen to them as they shed light on the various facets of kindness.
Topics explored at the festival:
Building an empathic social equity for the nation
Parent, Mentor, Guide & Friend - The many roles of a modern man
6 Years with Al-Qaeda - The Stephen McGowan Story
Goal-setting from the inside out - Why it’s essential to build goals for work for you to help
the wider world
Embrace the Rat Race – a realist’s approach to tough love and winning the game of life
Shakti Unleashed - Be yourself. Love yourself. Don’t apologise.
Connection before Correction - The journey from frustrating to Fulfilling relationships
The Power of Humanity - Through the eyes of a blind crusader.
The Art of Fierce Kindness
Kranti - A revolutionary story of compassion from Mumbai’s Red-Light District
The Million Dollar Smile – An empowering story of resilience and survival from an acidattack survivor
The role of genes and neurons in the ability to empathise.
...and more!
Workshops
Probing and interactive workshops with thought-leaders, who will equip you with actionable
tools to affect change.
Topics covered at the workshops
Using IKIGAI to uncover your unique blueprint to set goals that work for you
The Inner Game of Relationships - What I see in you, I invoke in you
Corporate Sensitizing Workshop - Including disabled people in the workforce
The Power of Perspective
...and more!
Panel Discussions
Lively & expert panel discussions and conversations which will break stereotypes, and address
the philosophy of kindness.
Kindness - Or Disguised Selfishness? - A Branding Legend chats with Young Impactmakers
"You can sit with me" - Examining tolerance, acceptance and Inclusion
Music and Performances
Prepare to dance the night away with virtual sets from a fantastic lineup of local and
international DJs and bands, playing all your favourite music!

Networking Lounge
Meet, engage and carry on conversations with the speakers, hosts and other like-minded
people from all over the world as a group or one on one, in a shared space. Come and
network with other curious minds!
Mentorship Cells
Our specially curated mentorship sessions have been designed to foster knowledge and
connection. Learn from experts across various fields and take part in a valuable cultural and
educational experience!
Kindness Gallery
Browse a virtual showcase of meaningful and kindness-inspiring artworks from around the
world.
Kindness Speaks
Listen to the uninhibited youth and our hope for tomorrow, voice their perception and ideas for
a kinder world!
Gaming
Maximize your Festival experience by participating and engaging with interactive themed
gaming experiences.
Welcome to the Virtual Space!
The International Kindness Festival is all set to take place on a visually rich and interactive 3D
platform! The look and feel of the entire space very closely resembles a physical location, and
the venue will come alive with talks, workshops, panels, music, gaming, art and more! It will
provide you with an unparalleled immersive experience. Here are a few venue previews!
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